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Sunday 24th June 

 Dinner: There is an informal welcome dinner with the 15 finalists and Finance in Motion staff 
planned on Sunday, 24th June. If you are already in Frankfurt and would be interested to join and 
meet the entrants please let us know. It will take place at Restaurant Dorade am Main, at Carl-
von-Noorden-Platz 5, 60596 Frankfurt am Main (see map below). 

Monday 25th June 

 Location: the clim@ pitching event takes place at Design Offices, Wiesenhüttenplatz 25, 60325 
Frankfurt am Main (see map below).  

 Arrival: Please try to be at the Design Offices at 14.30h to familiarize yourself with the layout 
and have a chance to meet the other jury members. 

 Agenda:   

15:00 – 15:30 Registration 

15:30 - 15:45 Welcome Address 

15:45 – 17:00 Round 1 of Pitches 

17:00 – 17:30 Coffee Break 

17:30 – 18:30 Round 2 of Pitches 

18:30 – 19:00 Judging Break 

19:00 – 19:15 Announcement of Finalists 

19:15 – 20:15 Cocktail Reception 

 Contact: In case of questions, you can reach the team at:  

o Luisa Fernanda Rosas Castro (l.rosas@finance-in-motion.com) 

o Stanislava Serhiienko (s.serhiienko@finance-in-motion.com) 

o Tobias Panofen (t.panofen@finance-in-motion.com)  
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 Format: The event has two sessions of short pitches (3min each) with 3 minutes after each pitch 

for the jury to ask questions.  

 Questions to entrants: It is expected that not all jury members will ask questions to all entrants 
in the interest of time, but 1-2 questions per pitch would be possible. 

 Scoring: Given the size of the jury and number of pitches, a pragmatic approach to initial scoring 
is proposed. Each participant shall be judged based on 3 criteria (a scorecard will be provided; 
see below):  

o Impact - solutions that demonstrate potential to drive positive changes in the way 
resources are used or produced, be this energy, water or materials 

o Innovation - applications should demonstrate clear differentiation from existing and 
common practices to promote sustainable energy and resource efficiency 

o Business case - strong teams with the skills to deliver solutions that are viable in the 
long-term. A plan for achieving an effective roll-out and market adoption/uptake. 

 

Jury member 

 impact innovation 
business 
case total score 

finalist 1     

finalist 2     

finalist 3     

finalist ...     

finalist 15     
 

 

 For each of the three criteria, a score from 1-5 (with 5 being the highest) should be indicated. 

 The jury members should hand over their scoring of the initial contestants (pitches 1-8) to the 
event organizers during the coffee break after the 1st round of pitches.  

 Following all pitches, the jury members should provide the scorecard covering the 2nd round 
contestants (pitches 9-15).  

 Given the number of pitches it will not be possible to discuss all 15 entries in detail. Rather, the 
event organizers will calculate the top 5 contestants based on the average score.  

 Subsequently, the jury members will have a 30min break to discuss among themselves in a 
separate room and agree the three finalists out of the top 5 ranked contestants and 
communicate the result to the event organizers (but no need for ranking). 

PITCH & SCORING 



 

 

 These 3 contestants will be invited to pitch at the Sustainable Future Forum two days later in 
front of the main plenary. 

 Award ceremony: a member of the Green for Growth Fund’s Investment Committee (Tony 
Myron) and the Green for Growth Fund Board (Silke Stadtmann) will announce the three grand 
finalists who will attend the Forum. 

  



 

 

 

 

About Africa GreenTec: Africa GreenTec develops, produces and sells the 
Solartainer® (Solarcontainer), a mobile plug & play solar power plant including 
an energy storage to substitute diesel generators in rural areas of Africa. The 

containerized solution can be complemented with a water treatment plant. It enables generation 
capacity and storage to grow according to local demand, optimizing revenues and guaranteeing stable 
tariffs at the same time. Therefore, each Solartainer® can represent a profitable business model even 
on a very small scale for low initial demand. 

Impact: The Solartainer® starts at 45 kW solar power capacity and 60 kWh battery storage – 
enough to supply 300 rural standard-households with 8 people and multiple 
production machines further spurring job creation and economic growth.  

Innovation:  The Solartainer® solution combines modularity with mobility and thus overcomes the 
challenge fixed assets like mounted power plants and oversized infrastructure 
constitute. The generation capacity and storage can grow according to actual demand, 
optimizing revenues and stable tariffs at the same time.  

Business case: Africa GreenTec’s Solartainer® solution can compete with the current costs for energy 
rural households are paying (kerosene, diesel, or solar home system) and is able to 
scale significantly. Currently, the company issues corporate bonds to finance 50 further 
Solartainers® within the next two years.  

 

About BEAD: BEAD is an IoT and AI technology which is digitalizing commercial 
buildings by analyzing and adapting the occupancy trends and human behavior 
with the operation of the building. It converts commercial building into intelligent 
digital buildings which can operate without human interaction. In so doing, the 
technology increases the energy efficiency of commercial buildings and reduces 
wasteful behaviors like lighting and ventilating empty rooms, flats and entire 

buildings. It controls automation and redirects energy to be used where and when it is needed.  

Impact: According to the company, commercial buildings waste energy worth USD 100 bn 
every year. BEAD analyses how such buildings consume energy to give real-time 
feedback to the automation system. Thus, BEAD contributes to saving electricity and 
sustainability without compromising on comfort. 

Innovation:  BEAD is an IoT device that analyses and learns the daily use cycle, user behavior and 
occupancy changes of commercial buildings in order to give feedback to automation 
systems connecting it to the real time operation of the building.    

Business case: The business model is based on energy savings. The company signs 36-60 months 
agreements with its customers. Additionally, the company works with strategic 
partners like E-on Enerjisa, Inventram and IoT Tribe to scale and expand to other 
regions.  

OVERVIEW OF FINALISTS 



 

 

About Biomyc: Biomyc is a starting biotech company that develops products, 
inspired by natural processes, through local untapped resource utilization. The 
company is using second generation biomass, agricultural waste and 

mushroom mycelium to develop a composite material resembling styrofoam. Biomyc is currently 
producing prototypes of furniture composite boards as well as transport packaging solutions.  

Impact: The non-food agricultural residues normally get incinerated. Biomyc turns this waste 
into a circular, value-added product and thus replaces the need for petroleum-based 
plastic/foam packaging.  

Innovation:  Biomyc harnesses low-energy biological processes to produce complex shapes without 
synthetic resins or glues. The company uses non-food agricultural residues and 
microorganisms to replace plastic with natural, compostable packaging.      

Business case: Biomyc is exploring the secondary product packaging market offering high-quality 
protective solutions which pay off due to avoided breakages of customers’ shipments. 
Furthermore, the products currently available on the market are not only 
unsustainable and increasing the plastic waste but are also (frequently prohibitively) 
expensive for retailers.  

 

About cKers Finance: cKers Finance is an innovative debt financing platform. 
It blends different capital forms aligned for the small-scale sustainable energy 
segment. The platform aims to bridge prohibitively high financing barriers 

which are constituted by the high requirement for securities from traditional debt providers. cKers can 
provide micro-project finance thereby mitigating the stress for borrowers to post collateral.  

Impact: cKers received its license in January 2017 and started lending soon after. It has 
supported the deployment of 8.7 MW of renewable capacity spread across 28 sites 
and 750 solar pumps, thereby avoiding 6,600 tons of CO2 in the process. cKers aims to 
deploy USD 130 million further catalyzing USD 163 million of third-party capital for 
rooftop solar PV, mini and micro grids, energy efficiency solutions, solar pumping as 
well as solar home lighting.  

Innovation:  cKers is developing the concept of micro-project finance thus enabling small-scale 
clean energy companies to access debt without the need to post collateral. cKers 
innovative financial products allow niche segments to scale-up and create a critical 
mass so that mainstream lenders and investors can come in. 

Business case: cKers Finance is operating as a revolving debt platform which allows it to redeploy the 
interest income. cKers expects to generate low or moderate returns in the short-term 
through fund deployment and off-balance sheet fund management as well as 
syndication. Through a suitable capital structure comprising of grants, soft loans, 
commercial debt and equity, cKers aims to unlock reasonable returns for its investors 
in the long-term.  

  



 

 

About Effa: Effa is a disposable toothbrush made of paper and eco-clean materials. 
It is made for hotels, airlines and prisons to replace plastic toothbrushes and thus 
avoiding waste. Further, Effa increases the awareness to take care about the 
environment from early morning till late night. Effa is simple, stylish and clean.  

 

Impact: The Effa toothbrush is a 100% biodegradable and eco-clean product which decreases 
the amount of world plastic pollution significantly.  

Innovation:  Effa is an innovative solution utilizing existing technologies. The company is planning 
to replace disposable goods in hotels and airlines at first and then they are approaching 
the retail market. Thus, Effa contributes to the fight against plastic pollution and will 
help to decrease the level of CO2 during production.  

Business case: The company will sign long-term contracts with the dealers of disposable goods 
thereby ensuring a predictable and constant level of orders.  

 

About Episome: Episome offers innovative and sustainable solutions which 
solves the massive waste problem of the paper industry. Episome’s newly 
developed technology, Epicellulyse XT, converts the paper mill sludge (waste) 
to biogas, a clean renewable energy resource, and produces organic fertilizer 
as a byproduct. Epicellulyse XT is used in pretreatment of the paper mill sludge 
to prepare it most efficiently for the biogasification process. It also helps the 
companies to reduce their carbon footprint.  

Impact: Pulp and paper production require massive energy. In most cases, plants generate the 
required energy with fossil fuels. This approach sets off huge amounts of GHG. 
Furthermore, the industry disposes its waste by incineration in most cases 
conventionally. Episome proposes a new technology that enables to generate 
renewable energy (biogas) for pulp and paper plants while sustainably disposing the 
waste of the industry at the same time.  

Innovation:  The main disposal routes for paper sludge are incinerated in combined heat and power 
plants at the paper mill, producing paper sludge ash/GHGs or disposal to landfill. 
Accordingly, the current practice is unsustainable, costly and damages the 
environment. While having a reasonable CAPEX and very little OPEX, Epicellulyse XT 
opens new revenue streams.   

Business case: Episome will generate revenue by selling design and consulting services, advanced 
biogas plants and the novel enzyme, Cellurise.  

  



 

 

About HEP (Hotel Energy Portal): HEP is a unique online portal which helps 
hospitality groups streamline their utilities analytics and align all their energy 
and sustainability management initiatives for enhanced carbon footprint 

reductions. HEP makes use of existing infrastructure and practices of hotels. An optional IoT connector 
can be integrated to HEP to gather real time and historical data from any metering device or 
equipment.  

Impact: HEP combines in-depth analytics, automated reports as well as alerts and project 
management to improve the ecological footprint of hospitality groups. By aligning 
energy efficiency and sustainability efforts with the technical departments, HEP 
increases efficiency by providing the necessary tools to save energy. It provides 
measures to ensure optimal consumption patterns.  

Innovation:  HEP provides an advanced reporting and analytics platform in terms data depth, 
coverage and granularity. Thus, HEP is a 360⁰ portal covering utilities and sustainable 
lifecycle management.  

Business case: HEP is an ideal accompanying tool for an energy audit. Hospitality groups with a 
number of hotels from 3 to 500 are the key market segment. Currently, the company 
is scaling up the number of subscribed sites from 20 subscribed sites to 100 in the 
short- to mid-term (max. 1yr). The next step would be to modify HEP in order to fit in 
retailers and potentially banks who have similarly a need to align branches.  

 

About Mestic®: Mestic® is a method and technology which deconstructs cow 
manure and utilizes the obtained cellulose for new biomaterials (into 
bioplastic, biotextile and biopaper). This circular solution provides a 

sustainable source of biomaterials to the manufacturing industry.  

Impact: The company improves emissions and large-scale eutrophication from fibre 
production, crop cultivation, global transport, cows and cow manure. Mestic® not only 
provides a solution for the manure problem, but also introduces a locally produced 
material useful for the manufacturing and textile industry reducing the dependency on 
imports from faraway countries.  

Innovation:  Manure replaces materials originating from unsustainable sources. The company’s 
method is fundamentally ahead of the competition regarding the sustainable practice 
of cellulose-sources – even if the traditional industries increase their sustainability 
efforts. The materials produced are not just 100% biodegradable, but 100% 
compostable, meaning that it can be biologically broken down in compost or humus.  

Business case: The company can produce bio-materials below current market prices. Further, the 
current gate fee farmers pay for excess manure alone is enough to pay for the CAPEX 
of a plant in a three-year period.  

 

 

 



 

 

About NÜWIEL: NÜWIEL is a technology startup developing intelligent electric 
transportation solutions. NÜWIEL developed an innovative bicycle trailer with a 
safety brake system. The patented technology enables instant synchronization 
between the trailer and a bike. The NÜWIEL-trailer can be connected to any bicycle 
or electric bike. Disconnected from the bike the trailer can be used as an e-powered 

handcart inside the buildings and pedestrian areas.  

Impact: NÜWIEL aims to contribute to emission reduction and to the EC’s goal to achieve a CO2 
free city logistics in major urban centers by 2030. With the electric bicycle trailer, 
NÜWIEL introduces a market ready and scalable clean mobility solution, which is 
designed to meet requirements of new delivery model. NÜWIEl has been recognized a 
high-quality innovation project by the EU-Commission in 2018 and has received a Seal 
of Excellence. 

Innovation:  Current electric bikes cannot be used together with available bike trailers and so far, 
there have been few attempts of motorizing a bicycle trailer. NÜWIEL offers an electric 
mobility solution designed together with delivery companies. Its robust design saves 
80% of maintenance cost compared to trikes and increases operational efficiency of 
urban package delivery.  

Business case: NÜWIEL aims to start a small-scale production this year and set up a series production 
with 1,000 trailers for 2019. The company developed 3 revenue streams: 1) selling 
standard trailer, developing of custom fleet solutions and repair & maintenance 
services (e.g. spares, software updates). Within the first 2 years the main revenue is 
expected to come from sale and after from maintenance and service.  

 

About R3FIBER: R3FIBER allows the integral recovery of fiber reinforced 
composites solving the global problem arising from the management of these 
materials. The energy efficient and clean technology produces high quality 

glass, carbon fibers and energy. The recovered fibers can be re-used within the respective sectors of 
origin, thus contributing to circular economy and reducing the carbon emission of fibers producers.  

Impact: The use of R3FIBER will reduce CO2 emissions and avoids the energy-intense 
manufacturing of new fibers. In so doing, the company aims to save 26 million tons of 
CO2 emissions within 5 years.  

Innovation:  The R3FIBER technology can process glass fiber and carbon fiber composites unlike the 
direct competition that only processes the former composites. In addition, R3FIBER is 
the only technology available that obtains clean fibers, i.e. fibers with 0% resins, 
besides energy and fuel.  

Business case: The company sells recycled fibers and receives fees for the management of fiber-
reinforced composite waste. It started its operation in the wind sector recycling blades 
which are currently disposed on landfills.  

  



 

 

About ResursConect: ResursConect is a web-based platform which establishes a 
modern take on agriculture extension and conservation by helping farmers to modify 
their soil and water management systems to mitigate adverse impacts of climate 
change. The aim is to bridge the typical digital-analog gap in agriculture and provide the 
farmer with a quick and cost-effective printed portfolio of natural resource maps and 

technical data required for farm development as well as for water and soil management. 

Impact: The company promotes the close monitoring of climatic factors and instructs farmers 
how to modify their soil and water management system. With long-term management 
plans the company is assisting the farmer to adapt and mitigate adverse impacts of 
climate change.  

Innovation:  The model of stewardship planning is a new concept in Moldova. According to the 
company, there is currently no commercial business model in the country for providing 
high quality technical services for managing the balance between economic gain and 
the preservation of natural resources.  

Business case: The company sells technical services, that are partially subsidized by the Moldovan 
government, to Moldovan farmers who look to invest in irrigation systems. The 
company starts working with new farmer clients by developing a baseline of their 
current practices. By working with them year-to-year to update their water 
management and infrastructure investment plans, the company can precisely 
calculate the impact and the efficiencies of the proposed practices.  

 

About Solagro Smart Recycling: Solagro is a smart city start-up that focuses on 
creating new solutions for recycling. The recycling system consists of a smart 
aluminium can, a PET bottle crusher and a mobile app. The system incentivizes 
users by awarding them with prizes provided by partners. At the same time, it 

saves time and money for recycling companies by reducing up to 30% recycling costs.  

Impact: Through raising awareness about the importance of recycling and promoting recycling 
in an interesting, motivating and fund way, Solagro has a direct impact on lowering the 
pollution constituted by beverage waste (both PET bottles and aluminum cans). Since 
the company’s foundation, over 220 tons of beverage waste has been recycled in the 
countries that mostly do not have a sophisticated system.  

Innovation:  The smart recycling system used in Solagro’s new prototype is unique and no similar 
products exist globally, according to the company. Solagro offers the gamification of 
the recycling process which stimulates a wide array of users to recycle. With awards 
such as theater or cinema tickets, books and t-shirts, Solagro adds a unique human 
touch to the process, and through the app builds a community of users that are self-
conscious, informed and spread the word about the importance of recycling. 

Business case: Solagro’s devices can be found on concerts and festivals where a large amount of 
packaging waste is being generated. The company is unique in targeting these events 
for its activities. Regarding the business model, the company also has a unique 
approach with 5 various revenue streams that guarantee stability even on the volatile 
global market.  



 

 

About Sun for Schools: Sun for Schools installs solar panels on schools and 
provides awareness raising programs on environmental challenges for future 
generations. By leveraging solar panels, Sun for Schools supports schools in 

their ecological transition with tailored tools to launch new sustainable projects, mobilize their 
communities and create long-term impact as well as energy savings.  

Impact: Sun for Schools provides schools with a completely free solution including solar panels 
and awareness program. Up to now, 12 schools are part of the program; 3,914 solar 
panels have been installed; 15,000 people have already been reached; 220 tons of CO2 
have been avoided; and EUR 1,6 million will be saved in the following 25 years thanks 
to the reduction in electricity bills.  

Innovation:  Sun for Schools develops educational programs around sustainable development. 
Ultimately, Sun for Schools helps to reduce the schools’ environmental impact, save 
money on their electricity bills starting year one as well as mobilize and inspire the 
next generation and the whole schools’ communities on new ways to live sustainably.  

Business case: Sun for Schools finance 100% of the schools’ solar projects by local cooperatives and 
loans from banks. Based on this system, the schools secure earnings without having to 
spend a single EUR starting in the first year of collaboration. On the other hand, Sun 
for Schools finances the investment with green certificates (subsidies) it gets for every 
kWh produced by the installation as well as a rent equivalent to a portion of the gains 
from the school’s reduced electricity bills. To finance the educational part, Sun for 
Schools is developing a system of sponsorship with companies. 

 

About SunCity: SunCity is committed to a greener future by developing and 
building mobile solar pumps for the world’s 500 million one-acre farmers. The 
mobile solar pump provides comparable performance to diesel pumps using 

only solar energy while decreasing operating costs to a minimum. SunCity’s solution is adapted to local 
needs and limitations; it is easy to transport and to operate.  

Impact: SunCity focusses on the bottom of the pyramid offering a reliable system for small-
scale farmers. The company replaces diesel pumps by offering a reliable clean 
alternative. This solution has multiple impacts on the environment, society and 
economy. Besides replacing diesel with a clean alternative, farmers save money on 
their operating costs. The pump can also be shared by a group of small framers or 
rented giving its mobility. 

Innovation:  The mobile solar pump is a complete system mounted on top of a four-wheel trailer 
that can be toed by a donkey or horse. It includes foldable PV panels, an electric pump, 
an inverter and a control panel. With only 1.5 horse power, the system can pump as 
much water as a conventional 5 horse power diesel pump.  

Business case: SunCity develops and sells the solar pumps. The company also includes a funding 
mechanism which should include soft loans with long tenors enabling small farmers to 
buy the product. Once this mechanism is built, SunCity plans to replicate the model in 
other countries.   



 

 

About Tagaddod: Tagaddod is a waste-to-value startup. Currently, the company 
focuses on collecting used cooking oil from businesses and households via an 
innovative system. They are processing the oil to receive biodiesel and other products 
that are sold in Europe. Tagaddod is ideally placed to explore significant untapped 
opportunities in Egypt, which it considers to be the most attractive waste-to-value 
market in the wider region.  

Impact: Tagaddod offers a recycling solution for businesses and households in Egypt. Through 
its collection infrastructure the company collects around 200 tons of used cooking oil 
per month, which is then refined and exported. For every 1.1 ton of used oil collected 
around 1 ton of biodiesel can be produced according to the company.  

Innovation:  Using a sophisticated collection network and software the company manages to reach 
out to households and businesses to collect the used cooking oil. For every 5 liters of 
used oil, the company gives the household a bottle of dishwashing soap with free 
delivery to the doorstep. The company hired a team of professionals to build outlets 
to tackle the business clients. Furthermore, the company holds a patent for extracting 
used oils from waste fried foods. 

Business case: In 2017, Tagaddod shipped over 1,200 tons of used oil and biodiesel. The company’s 
target for end of this year is 150 orders per day for households and 25 orders per day 
for businesses. Thereby, Tagaddod aims to reach around 400 tons of used oil collected 
by December 2018.  


